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Project-based Learning Challenges 
Question:  Does everyone get the same grade if not contributing equally?  How is 
work distribution / divided? 
 
Responses: If everyone is getting the same mark and they know that, they will not 
contribute as much as they should 
One solution is having everyone in group assess each person in their group, 
anonymously.  Let them know in advance that will grades will be adjusted based on 
evaluations of group members 
If it is in writing, it is more concrete. 
Chance to have a conversation with underperforming student and another member 
of group first then with professor.  Need evidence that the underperforming student 
tried to work on the problem within the team first. 
People can be protective of other people in the group if they are friends. 
Over contributing too is annoying to everyone else unless the overcontributor states 
that from the onset 
Group work is important as it will be part of future jobs once finished school. 
 
Question: Should students form groups themselves or be assigned to groups?   
Responses:  If they do not know each other they act more professional. Do know 
each other, there are already friendships formed within the group.  Help work 
across diversity.  Assessments will be more genuine if groups are assigned.  In 
business world you do not get to choose your group. 
Independent expertise assessment  
 
Question:  How does Project Based Learning fits into your curriculum? 
Responses:  Needs to fit exactly with their knowledge base and the linkage should be 
strong and demonstrating usage of learning objectives. 
Driving question should be open ended, challenging, realistic, complex, requires 
performance & aligned to objectives 
Make sure you have scaffolded assessments.  Foundations to build upon 
Waiting to hear their voice, don’t give them the answer – choice & voice 
Make sure complex enough 
Link to their experiences, provides for reasoning and problem solving opportunities 
 
Question: How to make material relevant in the real world?  
Answer: Use community connections to help relate material teaching to the real 
world now. 



Let group present to the room, perhaps 2 options, let the room’s expertise guide 
them. 
 

 Reflection, critique and revision are ongoing processes 
 Gail mentions during class things that would be good on your resume, 

particularly things like involvement within the community 
 Applying what you have learned far into the future including skills like 

critical thinking, problem solving, collaboration, communication, learning 
how to learn, academic mindset, content knowledge 

 How a student responds to a change or crisis?  Look at it as a challenge and 
still succeed by how you react to it 

 Make sure students can frame concepts in their own way which 
demonstrates they truly understand it. 

 Set a complex enough of a question for group requiring a substantive output 
 Gail recommends a ‘launch’ for the project such as a guest speaker or 

youtube video, then students develop the project from there. 
 The normal stages every team goes through are: forming, storming, naming, 

performing, adjourning - > it’s a journey 
 Team work should be worth 20% or less of final grade. 
 Create a driving question 
 What you can learn & gain from team?  It is all about collaborative learning 

 
What is the concept of Appreciative Inquiry? 
Appreciative Inquiry is about the co-evolutionary search for the best in people, their 
organizations, and the relevant world around them. 
 
Positive Steps to Help a Team that’s not working: 

 Start with a positive assumption  
 prepare to add full value 
 bring out opinions of everyone; all voices matter 
 ability to say no, embrace productive conflict 
 Have an idea of what you might do is that is helpful 
 Make sure team is aware of process as you launch the team  
 Establishing trust among group is key 
 Articulating their role and if they did something wrong 
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